Winter Sunset
Gray or Roan Filly; Jan 26, 2016

Winter Sunset
Foaled in Kentucky
Tapit, 01 gr/ro
Winter Memories, 08 gr/ro

By TAPIT (2001). Stakes winner of $557,300, Wood Memorial S. [G1] (AQU, $450,000), etc. Leading sire 3 times, sire of 11 crops of racing age, 2260 foals, 1008 starters, 111 stakes winners, 7 champions, 764 winners of 2262 races and earning $135,457,349 USA, including Untapable (Champion in U.S., $3,926,625, Breeders' Cup Distaff [G1] (SA, $1,100,000), etc.), Stardom Bound (Champion in U.S., $1,861,610, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies [G1] (OSA, $1,080,000), etc.), Hansen (Champion in U.S., $1,810,805, Breeders' Cup Juvenile [G1] (CD, $1,080,000), etc.), Unique Bella (Champion in Spain, $246,135 USA, 2nd Prix du Palais-Royal [G3], etc.), Chachkova (Champion twice in Turkey, $210,276 USA, Marmara S., etc.), Tapit Girl (Champion in Turkey, $167,938 USA, SIAY ve S. DER, etc.).

1st dam
WINTER MEMORIES, by El Prado (IRE). 8 wins in 12 starts, 2 to 4, $1,268,100, Diana S. [G1] (SAR, $360,000), Garden City S. [G1] (BEL, $150,000), Sands Point S. [G2] (BEL, $90,000), Lake George S. [G2] (SAR, $90,000), Miss Grillo S. [G3] (BEL, $90,000), Beaugay S. [G3] (BEL, $90,000), Appalachian S. [G3] (KEE, $60,000), 2nd Longines Just a Game S. [G1] (BEL, $100,000), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 1 to race--

Winter Sunset (f. by Tapit). See below.

2nd dam
MEMORIES OF SILVER, by Silver Hawk. 9 wins, 3 to 5, $1,448,715, Beverly D. S. [G1], Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S. [G1]-ncr, 1 1/8 miles in 1:45.81, Diana H. [G2], Ballston Spa Breeders' Cup H. [G3], Just a Game Breeders' Cup H. [G3], Nijana S. [G3], Robert G. Dick Memorial S. [L] (DEL, $60,000), Lake George S. [L] (SAR, $33,780), etc. Sister to Spark Hawk ($964,793 (USA), 2nd American Jockey Club Cup), half-sister to MEMORIES ($92,540, Miss Grillo S. [G2]), MEMORIES OF GOLD ($114,589, Serena's Song S. (MTH, $24,000), etc.), Childhood Memories ($54,265 (USA), 3rd Ali Reza & Mamadi Soudavar E.B.F. Ruby S.). Dam of 5 winners--

WINTER MEMORIES (f. by El Prado (IRE)). Black type winner, see above.


BRITISH BLUE (c. by Storm Cat). 6 wins, 4 to 8 in NA , $201,104 (USA), Tri-State H. (ELP, $30,000). Sire.

WAR TRACE (c. by Storm Cat). 3 wins at 3, $86,538, Choice S. (MTH, $36,000). Sire.
A Shin Jadoo (c. by Tiznow). 5 wins, 4 to 7, 2018 in JPN, $54,527 (USA).

Recollect (f. by El Prado (IRE)). Placed at 3, $17,132. Dam of--

ELUSIVE COLLECTION (f. by Elusive Quality). 2 wins at 3, $149,691(USA), Etobicoke S. (WO, $60,000(CAN)), 2nd Seaway S. [G3] (WO, $30,000(CAN)), 3rd Bessarabian S. [G2] (WO, $22,000(CAN)).

Star Silver (f. by Aldebaran). Unraced. Dam of--

RED LODGE (f. by Midshipman). 2 wins at 2 in NA , $96,227 (USA), Colleen S. (MTH, $34,200).
Set ncr at Belmont Park, 5 furlongs in 0:55.73.

Bridal Memories (f. by Unbridled). Unraced. Dam of--

HAWKISH (g. by Artie Schiller). 3 wins in 5 starts at 3, 2018, $387,700, Penn Mile S. [G2] (PEN, $284,000). Set ncr at Aqueduct, 1 mile in 1:34.39.

Winaholic (g. by Tiznow). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $132,892, 3rd Curlin S. [L] (SAR, $7,500). Memories for Us (f. by Street Cry (IRE)). Unraced. Dam of--
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Hanalei Memories (f. by Hard Spun). Unraced. Dam of--

=SPINNING MEMORIES (IRE) (f. by =Arcano (IRE)). 2 wins in 3 starts at 3, 2018 in FR and IRE, $41,887 (USA), Prix Matchem.

3rd dam


MEMORIES OF SILVER (f. by Silver Hawk). Black type winner, see above.

MEMORIES OF GOLD (f. by Time for a Change). 4 wins in 8 starts at 3, $114,589, Serena’s Song S. (MTH, $24,000), 3rd Shirley Jones H. [G3]. Producer.

MEMORIES (f. by Hail the Pirates). Winner at 3, $92,540, Miss Grillo S. [G2]. Dam of--

RUSSIAN REVIVAL (c. by Nureyev). 7 wins, 2 to 6 in ENG and FR, placed at 4 in HK, $678,635 (USA), Prix du Palais-Royal [G3], Dubai Duty Free S., Dubai Duty Free Cup S., Bedford Lodge Hotel Bentinck S., 2nd Cork and Orrery S. [G2], etc. Sire.

Tobruk (IRE) (c. by Red Ransom). Winner at 3 in ENG, placed in 1 start at 3 in FR, $28,871 (USA), 2nd Prix de Tourgeville.

Spark Hawk (c. by Silver Hawk). 5 wins at 3 and 4 in JPN, $964,793 (USA), 2nd American Jockey Club Cup.

Childhood Memories (f. by The Minstrel). 2 wins at 3 in IRE, placed at 4 in NA, $54,265 (USA), 3rd Ali Reza & Mamadi Soudavar E.F.B. Ruby S. Dam of--

King of the Wild (g. by Bertrando). Winner at 2 and 3, $79,900, 2nd Best Pal S. [G3].

Thunder Fish (g. by Bertrando). 5 wins, 3 to 5, $76,125, 3rd Buffalo Bayou S. (HOU, $3,300). Anachristina (f. by Slewpy). Unraced. Dam of--

LIBERIAN FREIGHTER (g. by Bertrando). 10 wins, 2 to 6, $759,090, Oak Tree Mile S. [G2] (OTH, $90,000), Arcadia S. [G2] (SA, $90,000), Inglewood H. [G3] (HOL, $60,000), Tiznow S. -R (HOL, $90,000), Sensational Star H. -R (SA, $75,000), etc.

RED OUTLAW (g. by Tribal Rule). 6 wins in 11 starts at 2 and 3, $364,873, El Cajon S. [L] (DMR, $60,000), Baffle S. (SA, $60,600), Uniformity S. (SA, $60,900), Real Good Deal S. -R (DMR, $110,000).

Taro (f. by Bertrando). Winner in 4 starts at 2 and 3, $73,840. Dam of--


Best of Memories (f. by Halo). 3 wins at 3, $75,229. Dam of--

FOREVER YOUNG (c. by Run Away and Hide). 4 wins at 3, placed at 4, 2018 in SIN, $422,388 (USA), Singapore Guineas, Chairman's Trophy, 2nd Fortune Bowl.

BEST MINISTER (c. by Deputy Minister). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $254,220, Sir Barton S. [L] (PIM, $60,000), 2nd Round Table S. [L] (AP, $20,000). Sire.

Atherbest (f. by Silver Hawk). Winner at 4, $78,400. Dam of--

RETROSPECTION (g. by Daaher). 4 wins at 2 and 3, placed at 4, 2018, $262,723, Governor’s S. -R (IND, $84,600), Hoosier Breeders Sophomore S. -R (IND, $60,021), 2nd Snack S. -R (IND, $19,834).

Gran Botija (c. by Matty G). Winner at 2 in PAN, 2nd Clasico Jose A. Perez y Bernabe Perez, 3rd Clasico Dia Internacional del Trabajo, Clasico Uniao de Preparadores.

Best Memories (f. by Indy King). Placed at 2 and 3, $34,720, 2nd ITOBA Stallion Season Fillies S. -R (IND, $14,700).

Caro’s Memories (f. by Broad Brush). Unplaced. Dam of--

Indian Tiger (f. by Hold That Tiger). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in BRZ, $21,311 (USA). Dam of--

=Despachada (BRZ) (f. by Public Purse). 5 wins, 3 to 5 in BRZ, $22,160 (USA), 3rd OSAF.

Elriyadh (c. by Time for a Change). 2 wins at 5 in HK, placed at 2 in ENG, $157,800 (USA).

Recent Memories (f. by Turkoman). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $62,010. Producer.

Young Memories (c. by Northern Baby). 9 wins, 3 to 6, $50,996.

4th dam

($25,365, 2nd Miss Chicago S.). Dam of 6 winners, including--

**Rio Rita** (f. by Secretariat). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $75,743, 3rd Miss Woodford S.


**Sir Moon Dancer** (g. by Seattle Dancer). 5 wins at 3 and 5, $89,105, 2nd Red Earth Derby [L] (RP, $20,000), 3rd Lawton S. (RP, $2,750). Set ntr at Lone Star Park, 1 3/4 miles in 3:00.46.


**All My Memories** (f. by Little Current). See above.

**Lover's Moon** (f. by Roberto). Winner at 2, $13,380.


**MOON UP T. C.** (c. by Sharpen Up (GB)). 5 wins at 3 and 4, $135,798, Northwest Budweiser Breeders' Cup H. (LGA, $43,725), Sussex County S. (MED, $21,000), 2nd Centennial H. (LGA, $6,000), 3rd Lamplighter H. [G2]. Sire.

**Our Tina Marie** (f. by Nijinsky II). Unraced.


**MISTY HOUR** (f. by Miswaki). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $157,844, Glorious Song S. -R (WO, $40,284(CAN)), 2nd Fantasy S. [G2].


RACE RECORD for Winter Sunset: Unraced.